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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 GENERAL. This volume discusses procedures used in the first stage
of the data reduction process, after oceanographic observations have been
transmitted from the collection points. Within Lhe context of this stage, con-
sideration is given to ubservations as they are: (a) received; (b) decoded;
(e) checked for errors; and (d) plotted in suitable formfor the analyst. Data
are received by radio or teletype from diverse sources: ships, helicopters,
aircraft, and fixed platforms. The instruments used for data collection are
varied and the form in which the data are received will depend on the para-
meter being measured (sea surface temperature, subsurface temperature,
wave height, etc.), and the instrument used (injection thermometer, airborne
radiation thermometer, bathythermograph, etc.). In addition to raw data re-
ports, environmental technicians at Patrol Squadron (VP) bases and at sea
will receive already analyzed charts from central processing activities. How-
ever, these will be regional, large-area presentations which will require mod-
ification and updating with locally collected data. Two forms of analyzed
charts may be received: (1) a hand-drawn analysis and (2) a computerized
analysis. These analyses will be received over the radio facsimile broadcast
or a high speed data link. Computerized products for all oceans will origi-
nate primarily from the Fleet Numerical Weather Facility (FNWF) in Monte-
rey, California. Western North Atlantic coverage by radio facsimile will be
provided by the Fleet Weather Facility in Norfolk, Virginia (FWF, NORVA)
and the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office, Washington, D. C. (NAVOCEANO).
Eastern Atlantic and the Mediterranean operating areas will be covered from
Fleet Weather Central (FWC), Rota, Spain. Eastern North Pacific coverage
will originate from FWC, Alameda, California; Mid-Pacific coverage from
FWC, Pearl Harbor; and Western Pacific coverage from FWC, Guam.

1.2 UNPROCESSED OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS. Raw oceanogra-
phic observations are received by routine weather sequences (4, 5, 7, 8) and
by special messages in prescribed formats (1, 6). Synoptic weather reports
received by teletype or radio service over direct weather circuits are the
prime sources for sea surface temperature (SST) and wave height observa-
tions. Other types of oceanographic observations are obtained by various in-
struments from surface and airborne platforms and encoded in specially de-
signed ASWEPS formats as follows: airborne radiation thermometer data,
code ARTST; bathythermograph data, code BATHY; additional sea surface
temperature observations from Navy and other selected ships, code CTEM;
and subsurface temperature and salinity observations, code OCEAN. As ad-
ditional instrumentation is developed to improve the data input to ASWEPS,
'code changes and/or new codes required will be issued as appendixes to this
manual.

1.3 ANALYZED DATA. Regional analyses provide a "first look" at the



synoptic or forecasted oceanographic condition of interest. Although valuable
for planning purposes, they cannot include the type of local detail in which a
specific operational command is interested. The ability to receive the re-
gional analysis from a remote processing activity, however, eliminates much
duplication and attendant data handling at the receiving end, since in many in-
stances, all that will be required is updating with locally obtained data and a
reanalysis of the operating area within the limits indicated by the regional
picture.

1.3. 1 COMPUTER PROCESSED DATA. Computer processed oceanographic
data are transmitted over selected oceanographic circuits. Data values for
different oceanographic parameters are printed out in a scaled format on a
CALCOMP 770 incremental plotter. The print-out is arranged to fit a
1:30,000, 000 polar stereographic chart true at 600 North Latitude. This type
of data is available only at the Regional Analysis Centers. Parameters,
analyses, and prognostic charts available are discussed in ASWEPS Manual
Volume 9, "Numerical Techniques".

1.3.2 REGIONAL ANALYSIS CENTERS. Oceanographic observations re-
ceived from all sources are plotted and analyzed at the appropriate compo-
nents of the Naval Weather Service and at NAVOCEANO. Analyses and prog-
nostic charts, mostly hand-drawn, are disseminated by radio facsimile and
may be received at the land stations or aboard properly equipped ships. Charts
transmitted are polar stereographic projections (1:7, 500, 000) and present
analyses of the individual parameters for various ocean areas.

1. 4 LOCALLY APPLIED DATA. Updating and modifying regional analyses
for local application will be carried out primarily at the weather offices sup-
porting operational commands: Fleet Air Wings (FAIRWING) and Task Groups.
Both groups are collectors as well as users of oceanographic data so attached
ASWEPS personnel will have access to the data collected by the group compo-
nents prior to its transmission to a regional processing center. Inmost cases
the applicable portion of the regional analysis should be transcribed onto a
new base and the locally collected data added so that a more detailed analysis
can be made for the area of interest. Environmental technicians at FAIRWING
Commands will use these detailed analyses for briefing flight crews of ASW
aircraft on expected oceanographic conditions in their patrol areas. Shipboard
forecasters will use the detailed analyses both as briefing aids and inputs for
sonar range predictions.
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CHAPTER 2. DATA CODES

2. 1 INTRODUCTION. Synoptic oceanographic observations ai e normally
coded into the prescribed format by the observer or one of the ship's officers
for transmission to a processing center. Environmental technicians assigned
to shipboard forecasting units and FAIRWING Commands, however, will code
the data messages forwarded by their commands, as well as decode those re-
ceived from others. The following sections describe the different codes and
transmission formats with which the environmental technician must be famil-
iar if he is to code and/or decode the data correctly.

2.2 SYNOPTIC WEATHER SEQUENCE CODE. The primary source for sea
surface temperature and wave data is the synoptic weather sequence, code
FM 21. C (4, 5, 8). Sea temperature is not, however, reported directly, but
must be derived from the air temperature and the air-sea temperature dif-
frence. A ship making an FM 21. C surface report utilizes the following format:

SHIP YQLa L aLa L L L GC Nddff VVwwW PPPTT

NCC L CMH Dsvsapp (7RRjj) (8NsChshs) (9SpSpSpSp)

(OTsTsTdTd) (ldwdw PwHw) (2IsEs Es Rs or ICING) ICE...

Only the above underlined characters are used in constructing ASWEPS charts.
Each of these is referred to below and explained for decoding and plotting
purposes:

YQLaLaLa

Y Day of the Week

Code Figure Code Figure

1 Sunday 5 Thursday
2 Monday 6 Friday
3 Tuesday 7 Saturday
4 Wednesday

Q Octant of the globe

Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere

Code Longitude Code

0 00 to 90'W 5
1 90°W to 1800 6
2 180' to 90°E 7
3 90 °E to 00 8

3



LaLaLa Latitude in tenths of degrees. Minutes are obtainedby multiplying the number of tenths by 6.

LLLGG

L L L Longitude in tenths of degrees. The hundreds digit
0 0 0 is omitted for longitudes 1000 to 180c. Check oc-

tpnt column for correct hundreds value and hemi-
sphere. For octant 1, 2, 6, and 7 add 100 to de-
grees. (See Q above.)

GG Greenwich Time in whole hours.

PPPTT

TT Air temperature in whole degrees centigrade or
Fahrenheit. Temperatures are read in tenths of de-
grees centigrade or in fifths of degrees Fahren-
heit and rounded subsequently to the nearest whole
degree. For negative temperatures in degi ees
centigrade, 50 is added to the absolute value of the
temperature. Thus, a temperature of -TT"C is
given by (50+TT); the hundreds figurp, if any, i'•
omitted. A temperature of -50'C is given as 00.
The distinction between -500 C and 0°C is made
from the general weather situalion and from com-
parison with previous reports of the same station.
For negative temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit,
100 is added algebraically; thus a eemperature of
-TT°F is given by (100- TT).

OTsTsTdTd

T T Difference between air temperature and sea tem-
s perature in half-degrees centigrade (3. 5' = 7 half-

degrees) or whole degrees Fahrenheit. If the air
temperature is below the sea temperature, 50 is
added to the numerical value of the difference for
coding the report; e. g., if the air temperature is
17. 50C below sea temperature, TsTs is coded as
85 (17. 5X2 +50). The same method is used for
degrees centigrade and Fahrenheit; e.,g.. if the
air temperature is 17'F below the se:. temperature.
the coded value is 67.

4



(ldwd Pw H W) Optional group for reporting wave direction, peri-

od, and height. A complete explanation is given in

Section 3.3 following.

The complete FM 21. C code is discussed fully in References 4, 5, 7, and 8.

2.2.1 COMPUTING SST WHEN TT > T T
s s

(1) Given: TT = 77
T s T s = 02
TT- TsTs = F
77 - 2 = 75°F

(2) Given: TT = 17
TsTs = 04
TT- TsTs = C
17- 4,'2 = 17 - 2 = 15°C

2.2.2 COMPUTING SST WHEN TT < T T

s s

(1) Given: TT = 57
TsTs = 64
TT + (TsTs - 50) = 'F
57 + (64 - 50) = 57 + 14 71'F

(2) Given: TT = 26
TsTs = 57
TT + (TSTs - 50) = 'C
26 + (57 - 50) 726- 26±+ = 26 +3.5 ==29.5°C

22

2.3 SPECIAL SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE CODES. Fleet and selected
Military Sea Transportation S, vice (MSTS) and Coast Guard ships measure
sea surface temperature more Irequently for ASWEPS than is required for
standard synoptic weather reporting. Some of these ships are equipped with
improved instrumentation, which replaces the injection thermometer. Air-
craft flying the airborne radiation thermometer (ART) also report surface
temperature observations without respect to standard synoptic times. Re-
gardless of the sensor, however, data are transmitted in a consistent format.
Although two codes are used, one by ships and the other by aircraft, the method
of presentation varies only in the number of position and temperature groups
reported.

2. 3. 1 CTEM CODE. Ships report in the CTEM code. Sea surface temperature

5



observations taken twelve (12) times daily on the odd hours are transmitted
at the end of each day as a collective. The sensor is identified bv a coded
entry. The CTEM code is as follows:

CTEMIr DDMMY QLaLaLa LoLoLoLoL GGTrT r 19991

CTEMIr Code prefix and instrument identifier group.

CTEM Code prefix indicating that sea surface tempera-
ture data are to follow.

I rThe specific device with which the observation was
made is coded as follows:
2 - Injection Thermistor (NSRT)
3 - Bucket Thermometer
4 - Injection Thermometer
5 - Other device

DDMMY

DD Day of month that observation was made with ref-
erence to Greenwich Mean Time. The first day is
coded as 01, the seventeenth day as 17, etc..

MM Month of year. January is coded as 01, November
is coded 11, etc..

Y Last digit of year. The year 1965 is coded as 5,
1957 as 7, etc..

QLaLaLaLa

Q Octant of globe where observation was made. Code
as follows:

Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere

Code Longitude Code

0 00 to 90°W 5
1 900 to 1800 6
2 1800 to 90'E 7
3 9 0 'E to 0' 8

L aLaLaLa Latitude in tens and units of degrees and tens and
units of minutes.

6



L oL L L L Longitude in hundreds, tens, and units of degrees
and tens and units of minutes.

GGT T T

GG Time of observati.on in whole hours (Greenwich

Mean Time).

TrTrTr Sea surface temperature to the nearest 0. VC.

19991 End of message indicator.

2.3.2 ARTST CODE. The ARTST code is used to transmit sea surface tem-
perature measurements taken by airborne radiation thermometers (ART),
which are mounted on ASW patrol aircraft. With this combination of platform
and instrument, a large geographical area can be surveyed in a relatively short
time, and the measurements considered quasi-synoptic. Although the instru-
ment records continuously, the message can reflect only selected points along
the flight path. Observations are reported at either 2- or 4-minute intervals.
All values should be plotted. The code follows:

ARTST DDMMY QLaLaLLa LoLoLoL0L GGgg TrTTr TrTrTr

QLaLaLaLa L L LL 0 GGgg TTT TTT0000 oo r rr rr r

QLaLaLaLa LoLoLoLoL GGgg 19991.

ARTST is the indicator group; the next three groups are identical to the CTEM
code. Time is reported to nearest minute (gg) in order to fix the speed of the
aircraft between reported positions. Each change in heading is indicated by a
new position and time. The interval of observation can be ascertained by di-
viding the time difference by the number of temperature values reported be-
tween two consecutive headings. Environmental technicians at air bases will
be dealing primarily with observations of 4-minute intervals; those aboard
ship will be dealing with 2-minute observations; those at Regional Analysis
Centers will be dealing with both types. Temperatures are reported to atenth
of a degree centigrade.

2.3.2.1 DECODING ARTST MESSAGES. The body of the ARTST message be-
gins with the position followed by the temperature. Decoding begins with plot-
ting the latitude and longitude for the first line of data. Next, latitude and
longitude for the second line of data are plotted. Draw a straight line con-
necting the two positions. This is the aircraft track for the first leg. Count
the number of temperature observations following the position and time of the

7



first line of data. Divide the track into an equivalent number of spaces. Be-
ginning at the first position, plot the temperature at each point dividing the
flight leg into spaces. The temperature for the final point on the leg, or the
turning point, is given as the first observation on the second leg. Continue
with the third position to obtain the flight leg; divide into the appropriate num-
ber of segments corresponding to the number of observations taken on this leg;
and proceed as before. The last line of the message contains only the termin-
al time and sea temperature value for the sole position which terminates the
last segment of the flight. Each message concludes with 19991, the end of mes-
sage indicator. Figure 1 is a reconstruction of the ART message given below.

ARTST 23045 03000 08000 1200 754 749 761 766 766 753 753

707 03317 07707 1307 735 757 746 752 750 747 731 725 714

03107 07421 703 717 725 739 02815 07702 1427 751 753 747

758 754 -754 02544 07347 1547 750 750 756 753 751 747 750

02828 07101 1711 751 19991.

35N8W 75WOW 2.4 SUBSURFACE DATA
CODES. Subsurface ocean-
ographic observations are ob-
tained with a variety of in-

77 7 •, 75.7struments but the basic codes
?07,72 , used for radio and teletype

5 ,3 o 7 transmission are essential-
76. 7ly the same. The BATHY
76.1 ,03 5oo, - code provides for tempera-

74S ture and depth data only and
, __ -is the most widely used. The

725 ,OCEAN code is also used to
73.9 -transmit temperature with

, _ depth data, but includes pro-
-e75. 75.0 visions for reporting salini-

753 747 /, ty and sound velocity w it h
747 7 Z" depth as well.

"75,8' "'M4 M'73

7 54 7,6 2.4.1 BATHY CODE. All
7.5o•02575.0 bathythermograph (BT) ob-

____"___ servations, whatever their
source, are reported in the

FIGURE 1 BATHY code. Naval vessels

A Plotted ARTST Report are required to obtain and
transmit four BT observa-
tions each day at standard

8



synoptic times. In addition, BATHY messages are received from cooperating
governmental agencies, educational institutions, selected commerical com-
panies, and foreign navies and agencies. The code acoomodates shipboard
reports in either English (Fahrenheit and feet) or metric (centigrade and
meters) units. The only basic change occurs in reports of airborne expend-
able bathythermographs, when "88888" replaces "BATHY" as the message
prefix indicator. The BATHY code is:

BATHY YGGgg QLaLaLaLa LoLoLoLoLo IrIrTrTrTr ZZT T T

ZZTzTzTz Repeated as many times as necessary to present data . . .

19991.

The first three groups following the message indicator are identical to groups
explained in paragraphs 2. 3. 1 and 2. 3. 2. The fourth group (underlined above)
is the reference temperature group which is used to supplement the surface
temperature data. Explanation of the data groups follows:

I rI T TT r Reference Temperature Group.

I I Instrument Indicator.
r r

Coded entry for type of instrument utilized to ob-
tain the reference temperature.

Code Instrument

XX (OF) Bucket Thermometer
YY (°C) Bucket Thermometer
99 (OF) Injection Thermometer
98 (°C) Injection Thermometer
89 (°F) Injection Thermistor

(NSRT)
88 (OC) Injection Thermistor

(NSRT)

T T T Reference temperature.

The near surface sea water temperature, reported
in degrees and tenths. For temperature values
below 0°C. 50.0 is added to the value. To decode,
subtract 50.0 from the value transmitted. (NOTE:
If only injection temperatures are available and
readable only to the nearest whole degrees, the en-
try for the reference temperature would be re-
ported to the nearest whole degree with 0 (zero)

9



used to indicate the tenth of degree value.)

ZZT0 T T Surface Temperature Group.

ZZ Depth indicator at the sea surface. Coded as "00"
(zero zero).

T T T Sea temperature in degrees and tenths at the sur-
000 oface as recorded by the bathythermograph. Sub-

tract 50.0 to decode negative centigrade values.

ZZTz Tz Tz Depth-Temperature Group. This group is repeat-
ed as necessary to describe the BT trace. Either
English or metric units may be received, as fol-
lows:

ZZT T T REPORTED IN ENGLISH UNITS (ft., 'F):

ZZ Depth of water, reported in tens of feet, at which
corresponding temperature was read from the BT
trace. (Ex: 50 ft. =05; 150 ft. = 15.)

TT zT Subsurface temperature at depth ZZ in degreesand tenths Fahrenheit reported for as many depths

as are necessary to describe the BT trace.

99999 1, 000-foot Indicator Group. A mandatory group
used to indicate that the depth/ temperature groups
following are at and below the 1,000-foot level.

ZZTzTzT Depth- Temperature Group.

ZZ Depths at and below 1, 000 feet are reported using
the second and third digits. (Ex: 1020 ft. = 02;
1470 ft. = 47.)

TzTzTz Water temperature in degrees and tenths Fahren-heit at Z Z.

19991 End of message indicator group.

ZZTz T T REPORTED IN METRIC UNITS (m., °C):

ZZ Depth of water, in meters, at which the

10



corresponding temperature was read from the BT
trace. (Ex- 5m = 05; 99m =99.)

T Tz T z Water temperature at the corresponding depth, re-
ported in degrees and tenths centigrade. For tem-
perature values below 0°C, 50.0 is added to the
value. This group is repeated as necessary to
describe the BT trace between the surface and 99
meters.

Z Z T T T 100-Meter Level Indicator.

Z Zn The 100-meter level is coded 00.

T T T Water temperature at 100 meters, in degrees and
0 0 0 tenths.

ZZTzTzTz Depth-Temperature Group, 101 to 199 Meters.

ZnZnToToTois inserted for each successive 100-
meter level reported. ZnZn is coded as 00 in
every case.
ZZTzTzTz is repeated as many times as neces-
sary to reproduce the trace between the 100-meter
intervals.
The appearance of 00 depth in the body of the mes-
sage is one signal that metric units are beingused
and eliminates the need for 6 digit groups while
still reporting to the neares, meter.

19991 End of Message Indicator Group.

2.4.2 OCEAN CODE. Selected vessels are being equipped with the Salinity-
Temperature-Depth (STD) Sensor which measures temperature (T) and sal-

inity (S) to 1500 meters depth (D). Occasionally reports will also be received
from research vessels carrying a modified STD which measures sound vel-
ocity (V) in addition to salinity and temperature. The OCEAN code is used
to transmit these data. The OCEAN code is:

OCEAN YGGgg QLaLaLLa LaL0L0L0L (ldwd wPwHw) IrITrTrTr

11111 Z Z T TT Z Z T TT T --- (repeated) 33333 Z Z S S S

zZSSS ---(repeated) 55555 Z0Z0V0V0V0  zZVVV --- (repeated)Zz z~zzz (rpae)555Z~~~~ zz~zz~z

19991

11



Groups 1 through 5 following the message indicator represent the same ele-
ments previously defined (paragraphs 2.2, 2.3, 2.4). The group "11111"
indicates that temperature/depth data follow, beginning with the value re-
corded at the surface (ZoZo = 00). "33333" indicates salinity/depth data to
follow; "55555" indicates sound Velocity/depth data. The message should in-
clude as many subsurface groups for each parameter as are required to re-
construct the instrument record. The group "19991" is the end of message
indicator. Temperature is reported to a tenth of a degree centigrade; salin-
ity to the nearest five hundredth of a part per thousand; and sound velocity to
a tenth of a meter per second. The first (tens) digit of salinity, and the first
two (thousands and hundreds) digits of sound velocity are not transmitted.
Depths are reported to the nearest ten meters. Zero (0) will prefix any depth
less than 100 meters. Thus a salinity of 34.90 at 50 meters will be reported
as 05490; a sound velocity of 1498.2 at 200 meters will be reported as 20982.
When plotting sea surface temperature from OCEAN messages, the reference
temperature is preferred to the sensor temperature reading at the surface.

12
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CHAPTER 3. PLOTTING SURFACE DATA

3.1 SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE CHART. Because sea surface temper-
atures are the most abundant of oceanographic data, the SST analysis is used
as a guide to analyze less frequently measured subsurface features. This is
perhaps its most important role, but it also provides a direct input to all
ASWEPS forecasts and to longrange sonar and fog predictions. Therefore
it is extremely important that the SST data be as accurate and be plotted as
precisely as possible, since erroneous values and incorrect positioning of
correct values can change the entire character not only of the SST analysis
but of all the other resultant products.

3. 1. 1 PLOTTING MODEL. A single day's collective of data reports is sel-
dom sufficient to prepare a regional analysis. Consequently, the composite
chart, an accumulation of several days' data plotted on the same base, is a
common tool used by analysts for general guidance. The exact number of
days in a composite will vary, since it depends on many factors: the size of
the area, the average number of reports received daily, and the variability
of the environment in the area, the latter being the most important. The ten-
day composite, usually the greatest compilation of data required for analysis,
illustrates the general method to be followed in constructing any composite
chart. In order to subdivide the total time interval and preserve continuity,
composite charts are constructed on an overlapping basis. Each chart con-
sists of two basic elements: for the ten-day chart, the first is a compilation
of the data from the preceding five days; the second, the addition of data on a
daily basis for the succeeding five days. On the eleventh day, the initial five
days are dropped, the most recent five days' data are replotted on a new base,
and the next five days plotted on a daily basis as before.

3.1.2 LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE CONVERSION. Code FM 21. C provides
for reporting latitude and longitude in degrees and tenths of degrees. To fa-
cilitate plotting it may be desirable to convert tenths into minutes. Table 1
is provided for this purpose.

TABLE 1
Conversion of Tenths of Degrees into Minutes

Tenths of Degrees Minutes
00 to 05
1 06 to 11
2 12 to 17
3 18 to 23
4 24 to 29
5 30 to 35
6 36 to 41
7 42 to 47
8 48 to 53
9 54 to 59
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3.1.3 TEMPERATURE CONVERSION. Although most temperatures are ob-
served, recorded, and transmitted in degrees centigrade (Celsius), they are
analyzed in degrees Fahrenheit. As the analyst usually must enter all sonar
ranging tables currently in use with Fahrenheit and English units for distance
(feet and kiloyards), temperatures are converted from centigrade for plotting.
Table 2 below converts centigrade to Fahrenheit.

TABLE 2

Temperature Conversion

Degrees Degrees Degrees

Centigrade Fahrenheit Centigrade Fahrenheit Centigrade Fahrenheit

-02.5 28 10.0 50 22.5 73
-02.0 28 10.5 51 23.0 73
-01.5 29 11.0 52 23.5 74
-01.0 30 11.5 53 24.0 75
-00.5 31 12.0 54 24.5 76
too.0 32 12.5 55 25.0 77
+00.5 33 13.0 55 25.5 78
01.0 34 13.5 56 26.0 79
01.5 35 14.0 57 26.5 80
02.0 36 14.5 58 27.0 81
02.5 37 15.0 59 27.5 81
03.0 37 15.5 60 28.0 82
03.5 38 16.0 61 28.5 83
04.0 39 16.5 62 29.0 84
04.5 40 17.0 63 29.5 85
05.0 41 17.5 63 30.0 86
05.5 42 18.0 64 30.5 87
06.0 43 18.5 65 31.0 88
06.5 44 19.0 66 31.5 89
07.0 45 19.5 67 32.0 90
07.5 45 20.0 68 32.5 91
08.0 46 20.5 69 33.0 91
08.5 47 21.0 70 33.5 92
09.0 48 21.5 71 34.0 93
09.5 49 22.0 72 34.5 94

35.0 95

3. 1.4 PLOTTING SYMBOLS. To conserve space and provide visual aid in
data analysis, the day symbols and color codes given in Table 3 are employ-
ed for composite plotting. The time of observation rather than the date-time
group of the message determines the correct symbol and chart base.
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TABLE 3

SST Composite Chart Plotting Code

Day Symbol Color Temperature ("F)

1st through 5th Purple <30

6th Blue 30-39

7th 1• Green 40-49

8th V Black 50-59

9th + Red 60-69

10th x Purple 70-79

Blue 80-89

Green >90

Each observation is located geographically and plotted by day symbol and col-
or code. Data are plotted using only the units and tenths digits. The color
code identifies the tens value.

Example 1.
57.T3F for the 4th day is plotted in black as • 7. 3

Example 2.
74°F for the 7th day is plotted in purple as A 4

The last five days' data of a composite chart are transcribed to the succeed-
ing chart using the dot (.) symbol. Data received over the next five days
are plotted daily using the symbols for days 6 through 10. For example, the
last five days' data for the chart 11 - 20 November (16 through 20 November)
are transferred to the 16 - 25 November chart using dot symbols. The data
indicators show daily variations of sea surface temperature. The color code
aids the plotter in screening out gross data errors and helps the analyst by
visually minimizing data congestion. A plotted sea surface temperature chart
is depicted in Figure 2. (Other examples of plotted charts are portrayed in
Reference 2.)

3. 2 ERROR CHECKS. Many errors in the transmitted messages can be cor-
rected by the plotter. Erroneous values are generally the result of encoding
errors or transmission garbles. When plotted on the chart, all questionable
entries are underlined once, corrected entries twice.

3.2. 1 POSITION ERRORS. The correct geographic location is particularly
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important in plotting. When the octant is questionable, the correct octant
may usually be ascertained by reference to previous messages transmitted
by the ship. These messages can be plotted geographically to determine the
ship's track and correct location. One frequent error is reversal of the lat-
itude and longitude entries. A check of the air (TT in whole degrees centi-
grade or Fahrenheit) or sea temperature is useful in spotting this error. An-
other often repeated error is transmission of either latitude or longitude at a
100 interval below or above the correct value. Occasionally a 50 error also
is made in reporting these values. Such errors can be corrected by refer-
ence to the ship's previous and following reports. Sea and air temperature
values not compatible with surrounding values are also valuable indicators of
erroneous position reports.

3.2.2 CODE FM 21. C. In code FM 21. C the longitude and time are often
reversed. These message errors can be detected when the sea temperature
at that position is not compatible with sea surface temperature in the sur-
rounding vicinity or with the last reported position. They also can be detect-
ed if time as reported exceeds 24 hours.

3.2.2.1 SEA WATER TEMPERATURE. Frequently the sea water tempera-
ture is reported in whole degrees Fahrenheit in the air-sea difference col-
umns. Although this value is an error in encoding, when it is recognized as
such, the figures can be plotted directly.

3.2.2.2 AIR TEMPERATURE. Incorrect air temperature values are often
received. Comparison of these values with those from corresponding lati-
tudes will disclose gross errors. Recognized obvious mistakes may be check-
ed by comparison with the dew point temperature (TdTd recorded in whole
degrees centigrade or Fahrenheit) which cannot be a higher value than the air
temperature. Gross errors of the ten digit order will be immediately appar-
ent, but only experience can provide the plotter with knowledge to make lesser
corrections. As incorrect values can alter the entire character of the analy-
sis, the plotter must exercise extreme caution in changing values believed to
be erroneous. An analyst should be consulted before the correction is made,
and all changed data values should be doubly underlined when plotted.

3.2.3 BATHY REPORTS. Utilizing the sea reference temperature trans-
mitted in BATHY messages presents a problem if the reference temperature
varies significantly from the surface temperature recorded by the instrument.
If these temperatures differ more than 2. 5°F (1. 5C), special screening is
required. Bucket thermometer and thermistor reports are usually accurate
but injection readings are less reliable. Although reference temperatures
are preferred for plotting, in cases where the 2. 5 range is exceeded, the r? -
liability of the BT surface temperature should be correlated with the position
report and recent synoptic analyses to determine which value, if either, is to
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be used. Consult the analyst before plotting either value and underline the
value once.

3.2.4 AIRCRAFT REPORTS (ARTST). Airborne Radiation Thermometer
(ART) data should be screened carefully for position. These temperatures
are recorded continuously by the ART along the flight path of the aircraft. Lo-
cation of each observation is calculated by dividing the track into even incre-
ments rather than from individual position reports. The length of the track
is divided to correspond to the number of observations reported in order to
determine the position for plotting. When the positions in the message are
not compatible, the track of the airplane may be plotted completely to aid in
the determination of a more definitive and realistic track. When in doubt,
consult the analyst before discarding the reports.

3. 3 SYNOPTIC WAVE CHART. The state of the sea is of utmost importance
in the preparation of ASWEPS charts as it denotes ship behavior and sonar-
quenching characteristics which are of prime interest in ASW operations.
Synoptic Wave Charts are plotted daily utilizing data reported over radio and
teletype. The primary source of data is the routine synoptic ship weather se-
quence (FM 21. C) received four times daily.

3.3.1 SYNOPTIC WAVE GROUP. The ship surface report in full form is
discussed in paragraph 2.2. Data to locate the observation in time and space
on the synoptic wave chart are obtained directly from the first and s e c o n d
groups of the message. There are seven mandatory groups in FM 21. C. In
addition, there are five dropout groups enclosed in parentheses, each of which
is provided with an indicator figure. These groups may or may not be re-
ported depending on specified conditions. In ordinary ship weather sequences
the wave group is always prefixed by the numeral "1" and is generally t he
ninth group.

3.3.2 EXPLANATION OF WAVE GROUP (ldwdwPwHw). When it is possible
to make a clear distinction between sea and swell, at least two ldwdwPwHw
groups are included. The first group relates to wind waves, the second to
waves of the predominanit swell system. Swell systems other than the pre-
dominant one may be included in the report by additional ldwdwPwHw groups.
In a case of "no sea" and "with swell", the first group is read 100 X0.

3.3. 2. 1 WAVE DIRECTION. The two digits "dwdw" following the wave group
indicator give the direction, in tens of degrees, from which the waves are
coming. The direction code is given by Table 4. All directions are referred
to True North.

3.3.2.2 WAVE PERIOD. The fourth digit of the wave group, Pw' is t h e
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T'XBL 4

Wave Direction Indicator Code

Code Direction or Code Direction or
Figure Des cription Figure Description

00 Calm (no waves) 22 2150 - 2240
01 50 - 140 23 2250 - 2340
02 150 - 240 24 2350 - 2440
03 250- 340 25 2450 - 2540
04 350 - 440 26 2550 - 264"
05 450 - 540 27 2650- 2740
06 550 - 640 28 2750 - 2840
07 650 - 740 29 2850 - 294
08 750 - 840 30 2950 - 3040
09 850 - 940 31 305 0 - 3140
10 950 - 1040 32 3150 - 3240
11 1050 - 1140 33 3250 - 3340
12 1150 - 1240 34 3350 - 3440
13 1250 - 1340 35 3450 - 3540
14 1350 - 1440 36 3550 - 40
15 1450 - 1540
16 1550 - 1640 49 Waves confused, di-
17 1650 - 1740 rection indeterminate
18 1750 - 1840 (waves equal to or
19 1850 - 1940 less than 15 feet)
20 1950 - 2040
21 2050 - 2140 99 Waves confused, di-

rection indeterminate
(waves greater than
15 feet)

wave period. Wave period is defined as the time required for two successive
wave crests to pass through a fixed point, and is equal to the wave length
(,k) divided by the wave velocity (v):

The iverage value of the wave period is reported as obtained from the larger,
well-formed waves of the wave system being observed. The code is given by

Table 5. To decode, double the code figure.
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TABLE 5

Period of Waves (Pw)

Code Code
Figure Period Plot Figure Period Plot

2 5 seconds or less <5 8 16 or 17 seconds 16
3 6 or 7 seconds 6 9 18 or 19 seconds 18
4 8 or 9 seconds 8 0 20 or 21 seconds 20
5 10 or 11 seconds 10 1 Over 21 seconds -21
6 12 or 13 seconds 12 X Calm 00
7 14 or 15 seconds 14 X Period not XX

determined

3.3.2.3 WAVE HEIGHTS. The fifth (and final) digit of the group is Hw,
the wave height, defined as the vertical distance, in feet, between trough and
crest. The wave height reported is the average value obtained from the larg-
er well-formed waves of the wave train being observed. Table 6 shows the
wave height code.

TABLE 6

Height of the Waves (H W)

Height (ft)
Code Height (ft) Code If 50 is added to dwdw

Figure Plot Figure Plot

0 <1 0 16
1 1-1/2 1 17-1/2
2 3 2 19
3 5 3 21
4 6-1/2 4 22-1/2
5 8 5 24
6 9-1/2 6 25-1/2
7 11 7 27
8 13 8 29
9 14-1/2 9 30-1/2
X X (Height not

determined)

Note 1.
If a wave height comes exactly midway between the heights corres-

ponding to two codes values, the lower code value is reported; e. g., 8-3/4ft.
is reported by code figure 5.
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Note 2.Nt 2Whenever the right side of Table 6 is used (wave heights exceed 15 ft.),
50 is added to the direction code, dwdw. To decode subtract 50 from dwdw
and use code figure from right side of Table 6.

Note 3.
Wave heights over 31 feet are reported by adding 50 to dwdw, coding

Hw as 9 and following the wave group in the message with the word WAVES
and the actual height of the waves in feet or meters; e. g., 16309 WAVES
33FT. Plot actual height in feet.

Each code figure in Table 6 provides for reporting a range of heights. The
height shown opposite the code is generally the midpoint of the range, but
since the code was originally devised in the metric system, the conversion
to English units results in slight distortion of the ranges. For example:
1= lto2ft; 4=6to 7ft; 5 =7-1/2to 8-1/2ft; 7 = 10-1/2 to 12 ft; 8=
12-1/2 to 13-1/2 ft; 9 = 14 to 15 ft.

3.3.3 WIND DIRECTION AND SPEED PLOTTED AS A GUIDE. Development
of the sea (height and length of waves) may be calculated from wind speed,
fetch length and the duration of time the wind is blowing (3). Consequently,
wind direction and wind speed are plotted on the synoptic wave chart to af-
ford additional guidance to the analyst. The wind group (ddff) comprises the
last four digits of the third group of the synoptic weather message (FM 21. C).
The symbol "dd" indicates true direction in tens of degrees from which the
wind is blowing, coded on the 00-36 scale of Table 4; the symbol "ff" indi-
cates the wind speed in knots. For wind speeds of 100 to 199 knots inclusive,
50 is added to "dd". Thus, if the wind group read 05510, the plot would
show a 110-knot wind from the northeast (500) (4, 5, 7, 8).

3.3.4 SYNOPTIC WAVE CHART PLOTTING. The following plotting model

is used for a synoptic wave chart:

Wind (ddff)

Sea: d d Swell: d d
w w W w

PW/HW Pw/Hw

3. 3. 4. 1 WIND DIRECTION. The wind direction is plotted on a meteorolog-
ical azimuthal 3600 circular plot with 00 at North and increasing clockwise.
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270 0 -W E-900

S
1800

3.3. 4.2 WIND SPEED. A dot () locates the observation geographically. A
line is drawn into the dot from the direction the wind is blowing. The speed
of the wind is indicated by barbs in ten knot increments with 1/2 barbs a t
five knots. The barbs face clockwise, toward increasing values of direction.

10 kt
(90 0-E)

].. (270--W)
15 kt

V30 kt (215°-SW)

3.3.4.3 SEA. The directionof the sea is plotted using anarrow for direction
(commencing 00 at North and increasing clockwise). The arrow points toward
the direction the sea is moving. Period and height are plotted to the right of
the arrow.

--- (E, 0900)
6/3

--- (W, 2700)
8/6-1/2

4 (SW, 2250)
10/11

3.3. 4. 4 SWELL. The code allows for a repeat of the wave group which
shows the overriding wave train for swell. This is plotted to the right of the
sea plot using an identical model (see Figure 3). The following sample mes-
sages and plots demonstrate the codes and plotting model discussed in this

section. Wind, wave, and swell groups are underlined.
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(1) SAN PABLO 60145 41412 70718 98182 14678 38479

14010 05269 10747

Wind Sea

Dir: 07 = 70' Dir: 07 70'

Spd: 18 = 18kts Per: 4= 8 sec.

Ht: 7 =11'

8,11

(2) HORNET 60339 40512 20409 99020 32566 11440

15105 05144 10722 10421

Wind Sea Swell

Dir: 04 = 400 Dir: 07 700 Dir: 04 = 400

Spd: 09 = 9 kts Per: 2 -5 sec. Per: 2 = "-5 sec.

Ht: 2 = 3' Ht: 1 = 1-1,,2'

/k-5/3 /,-5/1-1/2

(3) SPRINGFIELD 60516 25811 82755 97818 99344

88XXX 64144 061XX 177X0

Wind Sea

Dir: 27 = 2700 Dir: 77 =-77 - 50 = 27 = 2700

Spd: 55 = 55 kts Per: X = undetermined

Ht: 0 = 16'

1 L x/16

3.3.5 SALINITY-TEMPERATURE-DEPTH SYSTEM REPORTS AS ANOTHER
SOURCE OF WAVE DATA. The wave group is optional in the OCEAN code.
If reported, it appears as the fourth group in the message and is identical to
the dropout wave group in the synoptic weather report (see paragraphs 2. 2.,
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2.4.2, and 3.3.2). The code is:

OCEAN YGGgg QLLLa L L a L LLLLL (ld d P HW) . .

The dropout wave group is enclosed in parentheses. Wind information is not
obtained or transmitted in this code.
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CHAPTER 4. PLOTTING SUBSURFACE DATA

4. 1 GENERAL. Depth of the mixed layer, the rate at which temperature
changes with depth, and the whereabouts and characteristics of shallow sound
channels are subsurface oceanic features of great consequence to ASW opera-
tions. These particular ocean properties have a direct bearing on the effec-
tiveness of echo ranging sonars and on torpedo behavior. Therefore an im-
portant part of oceanographic services to the ASW forces is to analyze a n d
predict the distribution of these subsurface features. The synoptic input of
subsurface data is relatively sparse, compared to that of surface data. Bathy-
thermographs, which measure temperature as a function of depth, are the ma-
jor sources. The STD sensor provides a limited routine input; also, reports'
may be received from survey and research vessels using reversing thermom-
eters or more sophisticated instrumentation. Whatever the source, however,
all subsurface reports are transmitted in either the BATHY or OCEAN codes.

4.2 BATHY SUMMARY CHART. A BATHY Summary Chart is prepared
each day from synoptic bathythermograph (BATHY) reports. Figure 5 is an
example of the chart; it consists of twenty-two reproduced BT traces and a
chartlet, or key, showing the positions at which the observations were taken.
Each observation is keyed to its position by number or letter; the keying in-
dicator is placed in the upper left corner of the reproduced trace. T r a c e s
should be selected for widest geographical representation and should typify
the most likely as well as the extreme conditions which might be encountered
throughout the area of interest. This chart, when used with the sea surface
temperature analysis, permits a quick estimate of the magnitude of environ-
mentally affected problems which must be dealt with in the course of an ASW
mission.

4.2.1 PLOTTING THE BT TRACE. The BATHY code was described in
Chapter 2. Regardless of the type and/or model of bathythermograph ( B T)
used, all observations will be reported in this format. In the case of airborne
expendable BT reports, however, 88888 will replace BATHY as the message
indicator (the signal data converter cannot handle a 'x. er prefix group) and
the reference temperature group will usually be omitted. The BATHY mes-
sage is designed so that the recipient can reproduce the BT trace almost ex-
actly as it appeared on the slide. Values transmitted are the inflectionpoints
of the trace; they should be connected by straight lines (1, 6). Whenthe surface
temperature of the BT is not recorded, the reproduced trace should begin at
the first reported depth. Temperature is plotted on the X-axis, depth on the
Y-axis. Three typical bathythermograph reports might read as follows:

EDISTO BATHY 40530 02306 06630 XX770 00770 35770 37740

45705 52702 58675 70655 19991
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FM FLEWEACEN WASH.D.DC. 40F 300. O

WPR NR

BATHYTHERMOGRAPHS 2
TEMPERATURE VS DEPTH

TF - - F

DATE 25 MARCH 1965

0 - - - - I J0
4030'

)0' 3 0.JflL
30, _0_

U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE
.o .. •o .o 'o" EXPER IMENTAL CHART

60 70 80o 30 40 50- 60 70 80_, _:, F 0 .*F 0 -F

200 100 .00
-4 - iZi III jl~ I ]1 ;l l t

400 200 200

600 300 300 1 1 1
-3. ----.- 2 34.9

800 .5 400 4W 38.2

FT FT FT

FIGURE 4

Plotted Examples of Typical Bathythermograph Traces

POINT BARROW BATHY 70600 05618 05100 99390 00382 03371

31370 38377 40356 19991

NAVY 45924 88888 11200 13454 04800 00659 19653 20645 34640

46626 19991

Figure 4 was constructed from these messages.
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4.2.2 CHECKING THE BT TRACE. Traces do not always fit a perfect mod-
el. The types of traces found will vary with the locality, the season, and the
time of day. Although BT traces commonly show a decrease of temperature
with depth, neither an increase of temperature with depth, nor a purely iso-
thermal trace is unusual. Combinations of negative and positive traces,
such as the zig-zag type common at the north edge of tne Gulf Stream, are
also occasionally found. Comparison of questionable traces with others tak-
en in the same general vicinity at approximately the same time is the best
way to distinguish invalid traces (which are usually caused by defective in-
struments). All traces should be carefully screened, compared with other
typical traces, and discarded if too great a discrepancy exists. The keying
indicator is underlined once in the key chartlet if questionable traces are in-
cluded in the summary chart.

4.2.3 MESSAGE ERRORS. Errors common to the first five groups of the
BATHY message (through the surface temperature) are discussed in Chapter
3. The following errors occur at times in the balance of the message.

4.2.3.1 REVERSAL OF DEPTH AND TEMPERATURE. When this type of
error is made, it is usually consistent for the entire message and quickly
spotted. Visual inspection is usually sufficient to correct the values f o r
plotting.

4.2.3.2 DEPTH INDICATOR OUT OF SEQUENCE. In most cases where
depths appear to be out of sequence, the error is attributable to transmis-
sion garbles. Sometimes the depth digits are reversed; for example, tem-
perature at 500 feet is received as 05699 instead of 50699. The correct depth
can often be ascertained by inspecting the trace and comparing the question-
able data point with the values above and beneath it.

4.2.3.3 REPORTING DEPTH IMPROPERLY. Occasionally BT tempera-
tures are reported at constant depth intervals (0', 50', 100', 150', etc.).
At times, oceanographic station "standard depths" may be used. Standard
depths (0, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, etc.) are almost always in meters
and would only be received in the OCEAN code. This manner of reporting
precludes a valid reconstruction of the temperature trace, since the actual
inflection points which should have been reported may lie somewhere be-
tween the given depths. Despite this drawback, the data will give a general
idea of the temperature structure, and are still of value. When no better
reports are available for the BT Summary Chart, the trace can and should
be used, but ought to be marked with an asterisk (*) under the indicator in
the key block to indicate possibly misleading data.

4.2.3.4 READING ERRORS IN EVEN INCREMENTS OF 50 and 100. Tem-
peratures are sometimes read and reported 5 or 10 degrees off the actual
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value. Such errors are generally confined to one or two values only. When
the trace is plotted, these radical or sudden departures from a smooth trace
are immediately obvious and can be corrected. The indicator in the key
block should be underlined twice to indicate that the trace contains corrected
data.

4.2.3.5 READING ERRORS OF ONE VALUE. A single radical tempera-
ture departure from a rather smooth trace can be adjusted to the pruper val-
ue by fitting the erratic point to the slope of the curve; that is, place the
point on a straight line drawn from the point just above the anomalous value to
the next point below it. Underline the key indicator twice.

4.3 SONIC LAYER DEPTH CHARTS. The sonic layer depth (SLD) chart
provides information basic to the determination of sound propagation in the
upper layers of the ocean. Sonic layer depth is defined as the depth of maxi-
mum sound velocity in the upper 1000 feet of the water column and is obtain-
ed from the synoptic bathythermograph (BATHY) messages. Sound velocity
increases with increasing temperature, salinity and pressure (depth), but
since salinity varies little in the open ocean, its effect is usually disregard-
ed. Sonic layer depth charts are prepared at Regional Analysis Centers and
distributed to the Fleet via facsimile approximately twice a week.

4. 3. 1 DETERMINING THE SLD. The following rules should be followed in
determining SLD from the BATHY messages.

(1) Any change from the surface to 15 feet may be disregarded.
(2) SLD is that depth at which a negative gradient becomes more neg-

ative than 0. 3aF per 100 feet (with surface water temperatures below 35'F
use 0. 2'F per 100 feet; above 85°F use 0. 40F per 100 feet).

(3) SLD is the depth of maximum temperature:
(a) if maximum temperature occurs at more than one depth, SLD

is the greatest depth at which it occurs.
(b) if a single maximum temperature occurs at 15 feet and the

gradient exceeds the criterion given above for negative gradients, SLD is
zero.
For the BATHY's of Section 4.2. 1 and Figure 5, the respective SLD's are:
EDISTO, 350 feet; POINT BARROW, 380 feet; NAVY 45924, 0 feet.

4.3.2 PLOTTING THE SONIC LAYER DEPTH CHART. The depth of the
sonic layer is plotted on a composite chart similar to the sea surface tem-
perature chart. In this case also, plots are prepared on an overlapping ba-
sis for predetermined periods. Table 7 describes the color code used for
this composite chart, of which Figure 6 is an example. Each observation is
located geographically with the day symbol. The layer depth is plotted to the
right of the day symbol. To aid analysis, the reference temperature is plotted
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TABLE 7

10-Day Composite Chart Plotting Code for Sonic Layer Depth Chart

Day Symbol Color Layer Depth (Ft.)

1st through 5th Blue 0- 99
6th Red 100-199
7th Black 200-299
8th V Green 300-399
9th + Purple 400 and below

10th X

in whole degrees and tenths to the left of the day symbol. A boxed tempera-
ture, 7-0-, indicates that the difference between the reference temperature
and the BT surface temperature is more than 2. 50F (1. 50C). Only the tens
digit of the layer depth is plotted, since the color identifies the hundreds dig-
it. The units digit is not ploLted as the chart is contoured only to 100-foot in-
tervals. Zero depth is plotted as "0" in blue. When values exceed 499 feet,
both the hundreds and tens digits are plotted in purple. A plus sign "+., fol-
lowing the plotted layer depth indicates that the layer depth is greater than
the value given. The figure recorded is the depth of the trace obtained.

Assuming the first day of the layer depth chart corresponds to t h e
first day of the week and the BT traces are recorded in chronological order,
the three examples of the previous section (4. 2. 1) are plotted as follows:

(1) EDISTO: Wednesday (Y = 4) -5 Green

(2) POINT BARROW: Saturday (Y = 7) A8 Green

(3) NAVY 45924: Sunday (Y = 1) vO Blue

4.3.3 ADDING THE NEAR-SURFACE GRADIENT. Near-surface gradient
information is added to the SLD plot whenever:

(1) SLD is zero.
(2) The temperature difference between the SLD and the surface is

positive.

4.3.3. 1 NEGATIVE GRADIENTS. When SLD is zero, the analyst uses gra-
dient information to estimate the likelihood that the condition will persist.
Weak negative gradients at or near the surface are usually transitory, and
disappear when the water cools at night or the wind increases slightly. Strong
negative gradients indicate a more persistent condition, since fairly strong
winds are required to mix the water. The strength of the gradient is ex-
pressed in degrees Fahrenheit per 100 feet and is computed as follows:
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(1) If the gradient is constant to at least 100 feet, subtract the sur-
face temperature from the 100-foot temperature.

(2) If the gradient is constant to some depth which is less than 100
feet, subtract the surface temperature from the temperature at the bottom
of the gradient. Multiply this difference by 100 divided by the depth of the
maximum temperature.

Example: T at 80' = 680

T at 0' = 720

Difference = -40

-°x10_00
-4' x = -50 (gradient in °F/100 ft.)

The gradient is plotted to the right of the SLD and enclosed in parentheses.
The minus sign can be omitted. Thus, the point v0(2) plotted on a composite
SLD chart would mean that a zero layer with gradient strength of -20 F per
100 feet was observed at that position on the eighth day of the composite
period.

4.3.3.2 POSITIVE GRADIENTS. When temperature increases from the
surface to the SLD, a positive in-layer gradient exists. This condition is
indicated on the SLD plot by following the SLD value with the letter "P". The
strength of the gradient is not computed in this case. Areas of positive in-
layer gradients are noted on the charts issued to the operating forces, to a-
lert them that sonar ranges will be less than predicted for an isothermal lay-
er of the same thickness.

4.4 VERTICAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT CHARTS. Although sea sur-
face temperature and sonic layer depth charts present basic data for com-
puting hull-mounted sonar ranges, additional and/or more precise determi-
nations require knowledge of the thermal gradients in the water column as
well. Analyzed plots of the temperature difference between the surface and
80 feet, 280 to 400 feet, or between other levels as may be specified by the
analyst are issued to provide this information. The gradient is plotted on a
base (or overlay) similar to the layer depth base chart on an overlapping ba-
sis in predetermined time intervals. The day symbol is used to position each
observation and the temperature difference is plotted in degrees and tenths.
The data ae obtained from the BT traces by subtracting the temperature at
the upper level from that at the lower level. If, for examjle, the analysis
were to show gradients between 200 and 300 feet, the 200-ioot temperatures
would be subtracted from the 300-foot values. When the difference is nega-
tive, as is usually the case, the number is plotted with no sign. Positive
gradient values are prefixed with a plus sign when plotted; e.g., +4.2.
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GLOSSARY

1. Airborne Expendable Bathythermograph (AXBT) An instrument operated
from aircraft to meas-
ure temperature con-
Linuously to 500 feet. The
expendable unit com-
prises a sonobuoy with
inset thermistor probe
which free-falls upon
impact with the water;
signals are converted
and read out on an ana-
log recorder aboard the
aircraft.

2. Airborne Radiation Thermometer (ART) An infrared-sensing device which
measures the sea surface tem-
perature from an aircraft.

3. Bathythermogram The record of temperature and depth obtained with a
bathythermograph.

4. Bathythermograph (BT) A shipboard device for obtaining a record of tem-
perature versus depth. The thermal element is
a xylene-filled copper coil which activates a sty-
lus through a Bourdon tube. The pressure ele-
ment is a copper aneroid capsule which moves a
coated glass slide up and down at right angles to
the motion of the stylus. A double analog rec-
ord called a bathythermogram is thus obtained
as the BT is lowered and recovered.

5. Bathythermo graph Grid A glass slide on which is permanently recorded
a calibration scale of temperature versus depth
values for each bathythermograph. A new grid
is made each time the instrument is calibrated.
Temperature/depth values are read from the BT
slide by inserting it in a slide holder against the
grid.

6. Bathythermograph Slide A 1-inch by 1-3/4-inch glass slide with a coated

surface on one side (gold anodized). A stylus on
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the bathythermograph scratches a depth versus
temperature trace on the coated surface.

7. Bucket Temperature The surface temperature of the sea as measured by
a bucket thermometer or by immersing a thermometer
in a freshly drawn bucket of water from the sea surface.

8. Bucket Thermometer A thermometer mounted on a wooden frame so that
the bulb is immersed in a cup at the base. When
the frame is lowered into the water, the cup fills
and the surface temperature can be read directly.

9. Composite Chart A chart based on data for extended periods, usually 5
to 10 days, treated as being synoptic.

10. End-of-Message Indicator A group of digits or letters which signifies
completion of a coded message. 19991 is
used commonly in oceanographic data trans-
missions. Also termed "Automated Process-
ing Terminator".

11. Facsimile The transmission and reproduction of printed matter by a
process involving the use of radio broadcast. The transmit-
ted signals, formed by a photoelectric cell that picks up the
differences in light and dark in the subject matter as it is
scanned by a beam of light, are converted into a facsimile of
the original matter by a mechanism attached to the radio re-
ceiver.

12. Gradient The rate of change of one quantity with respect to another, as
the rate of decrease of temperature with depth in the thermo-
cline.

13. Greenwich Mean Time The mean solar time as the sun crosses the mer-
idian at Greenwich, England, used as a basis for
standard time throughout much of the world.

14. Injection Temperature The temperature of the sea water as measured
at sea water intakes in the engine room of a ves-
sel.

15. Injection Thermistor A thermistor that is installed in the ship's sea
water injection intake pipe to measure the sea
water temperature.
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16. Isothermal A condition of equal or constant temperature.

17. Letter Prefix Group The letters which prefix the coded message, such
as BATHY or ARTST.

18. Negative Gradient The decrease of temperature as the depth increases.

19. Parameters In general, any dependent variable in a problem. The term
is also used for quantities to which arbitrary values can be
assigned for the problem at hand.

20. Period of waves The time between the passage of two successive crests
through a fixed point.

21. Positive Gradient The increase of temperature as the depth increases-.

22. Plotting Symbol A special symbol or color used to code data plotted on
a single chart base.

23. Reference Temperature The sea surface temperature measured with a
bucket thermometer or similar device and used
to check the calibration of another instrument.
Reference temperature is recorded in degrees
and tenths and reported as a separate entry.

24. Salinity A measure of the quantity of dissolved salts in sea water.

25. Salinity-Temperature-Depth Sensor (STD) This sensor measures tem-
perature and salinity as func-
tions of depth.

26. Sea State The numerical or written description of ocean surface rough-
ness. For more precise usage, sea state is the average height
of the highest one-third of the waves observed in a wave train,
numerically coded in accord with the increasing range of heights.

27. Sea Surface Temperature (SST) The temperature of the layer of sea wa-
ter nearest the atmosphere. It is gen-
erally determined either by bucket or in-
jection thermometers.

28. Shipboard Expendable Bathythermograph (SXBT) An instrument system
comprised of a launch-
er, recorder, and ex-
pendable probes, de-
signed to measure
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water temperature with depth
to 1500 feet from a ship mov-
ing at speeds up to 25 knots,
in seas up to 20 feet.

29. Sonic Layer Depth (SLD) The depth of maximum sound velocity in the
top 1000 feet of the ocean. Energy from a
near-surface sound source is trapped between
the surface and SLD by upward refraction.

30. Standard Depth The depth below the sea surface at which water proper-
ties are measured and reported, either directly or by
interpolation, according to the proposal by the Inter-
national Association of Physical Oceanography in 1936.
The accepted depths (in meters) are: 0, 10, 20, 30, 50,
75, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1000, 1200,
1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000,
9000, 10000, to:which NODC has added 1250 and 1750
meters.

31. Synoptic Chart An analyzed chart showing the distribution of a meteoro-
logical or oceanographic property observed in various
places over a wide region at or near the same time.

32. Thermistor An electric resistor made of a material whose resistance
varies sharply in a known manner with the temperature.
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